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Data Consulting Services 

Data integrity and good design are the cornerstones of a 
successful implementation that will support running your 
business and provide management with valuable, actionable 
information.  Our data consulting team members bring decades 
of functional and technical experience to bear to ensure that 
your data and your design align.   

Whether converting from a legacy system, integrating data 
from an acquisition, or redesigning your existing system to 
meet changing business requirements, partner with Lexell Blue 
to maximize efficiency and minimize risk. 

Data Migration 

 Perform Costpoint data migration from any legacy system 
such as MAS200, QuickBooks, JD Edwards, PeopleSoft, 
Oracle eBS, BST, SAP  

 Provide best practice guidance for data migration strategy, 
including mapping and upload templates 

 Experts at converting core project financial, manufacturing, 
materials, HR, payroll and fixed asset data 

 Proficient with Oracle & MS SQL Server database platforms 
 Skilled in Actian (Pervasive) Data Integrator toolset 
 Provide complete migration lifecycle services (ETL)  
 Partner with your IT team as a trusted advisor  
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GCS to Costpoint conversions 

 We have been working with the GCS to CP conversion 
process since Costpoint was first released in 1994 

 As a Deltek Premier Partner, we are licensed to use the 
GCS to Costpoint proprietary toolset 

 Customized to fit your company’s needs by extending the 
standard conversion process to map any GCS field  

 Assist with validation and reconciliation 

Redesign and Restructure Services 

 Perform functional and technical Costpoint redesign and data 
restructuring 

 Extensive experience merging Costpoint systems or splitting 
databases into separate viable entities including 
incorporating or removing multi-company functionality 

 Restructure any identifier in Costpoint to support redesign 
efforts, including accounts, organizations, projects, vendors, 
employees, parts, etc. 

Additional services 

 Customize Costpoint using extensibility 
 Develop Costpoint and T&E stored procedures and triggers 

 

Experience. Quality. Solutions. 
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